DAVENPORT FORM TOOL BLANKS
also used on the 7/16” National Acme and the 9/16” Conomatic.

2” Diameter
9/16” Center Hole,
(6) 9/64 Dia. Pin Holes
Thru On 1-1/4 B.C.
Hardened and surface
ground both sides O.D. turned only.

DAVENPORT SIZE TOOL BLANKS
1-5/16” Diameter
7/16-20 L.H. Thread
Hardened and surface
ground both sides O.D. turned only.
** NOTE: 1-1/2” WIDE BLANKS COUNTERBORED
..501 Dia X 1-1/16” DEEP

DAVENPORT ROLL BLANKS
Hardened 52100 steel
(RC/55) Surface ground both sides
O.D. rough ground only
15/16 O.D.
.3125/.313 HONED I.D.